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TRAVEL RIGHT EVEN WHEN YOU CANʼT TRAVEL LIGHT 

 
New Outdoor Products OʼHare Rolling Travel™  Bag Gets You There In Style 

 

Letʼs face it, when traveling, we all seek ways to make the trip less complicated — and itʼs usually all in  
the planning.  The experts at Outdoor Products® have been providing travelers with unique tools for decades to  
help make everything from short hops to global journeys go smoother.  Thatʼs why the specially designed  
Outdoor Products OʼHare Rolling Travel™ bag will hit home with seasoned airport enthusiasts and new travelers  
both — no matter how far from home they might actually be. 
 
This roomy, rugged and super-organized bag really ʻpacksʼ a punch — swallowing up incredible amounts of clothing 
and gear in an accessible layout designed by travelers, for travelers.  Inside the 28” L x 14” H x 13” D interior is a 
whopping 5,095 cubic inches of space, including a massive travel lock-friendly main compartment with a simple  
U-shaped opening and three handy accessory pockets.   
 
Plus, there are two huge side zippered pockets to securely stow anything from toiletries and books to clothing.   
The Outdoor Products OʼHare Rolling Travel bag also features two quick-access front compartments for those items  
you reach for over and over, like itineraries, tickets and maps. 
 
Its clever design provides a multitude of transporting options, from the retractable telescoping tow handle for zipping 
along on its inline skate wheels, to solidly constructed carry handles on both ends and in the center — you can race 
for the gate or squeeze through any crowd with ease. 
 
It comes in a sleek black, as well as distinctive silver and black hues, so you can pick it out of the sea of bags at 
airports from OʼHare to LAX, and like all Outdoor Products designs, will stand up to whatever the road, or air, throws 
at it for years and miles to come.  
 
To learn more about the Outdoor Products OʼHare Rolling Travel bag or any of the companyʼs innovative  
products designed to keep travelers and outdoor enthusiasts comfortable and organized, contact Outdoor Products  
at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90032 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353.  www.outdoorproducts.com. 
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